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Semantic facilitation and translation priming
effects in Chinese-English bilinguals

HSUAN-CHIH CHEN and MAN-LA! NG
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, Hong Kong

In two experiments, semantic facilitation and translation priming effects in Chinese-English
bilingual speakers were demonstrated with a lexical decision task. A 300-msec stimulus-onset
asynchrony (SOA)was used between display ofthe prime and the target item. Experiment 1 showed
that subjects' lexical decision responses were facilitated to a greater extent when primed by a
translation equivalent than a semantically related between-language word. In Experiment 2, we
found that pictorial, between-language, and within-language primes produced comparable effects
of semantic facilitation. These results are in line with the hypothesis that lexical items in differ
ent languages and pictures are processed by means of an amodal conceptual system.

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest

in bilingual or multilingual processing (see, e.g., Gros

jean, 1982; Hornby, 1977; Snodgrass, 1984; Vaid, 1986),

not only because learning to use more than one language

is very common in real life, but also because it involves

very complex cognitive activities. A fundamental research

topic in this area concerns lexical processing by bilingual

subjects. This topic is related to important theoretical is

sues of the nature of the lexicon(s) of the bilingual speaker

and the relationship between the internal processing of

a concept and its surface form.

Recently, Kirsner, Smith, Lockhart, King, and Jain

(1984) conducted a series of experiments to test different

models of lexical representation and processing in bilin

gual speakers. The three major models tested were the

word-association model, the word-interconnection model,

and the concept-mediation model. lllustrations of these

three models are shown in Figure 1. The word-association

model proposes that translation equivalents in the two lan

guages of a bilingual speaker are directly connected to

each other. Semantically related words in a given language

are also directly linked. However, semantically related

words in the two languages are not directly connected,

but rather indirectly connected through corresponding

translation equivalents. The word-interconnection model

postulates that all words in the two languages, including

both translation equivalents and semantically related

words, are directly connected to each other. The concept

mediation model, in contrast to the other two models, as

sumes that neither within-language nor between-language

words are directly connected; rather, they are all linked
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to their nonlinguistic concepts or meanings. That is, en

tries in the two lexicons of a bilingual speaker are linked

at the amodal conceptual level, but not at the language

specific lexical level.

To test these models, Kirsner et al. (1984) used vari

ous lexical decision priming paradigms. In the first three

experiments, they adopted a repetition/translation prim

ing paradigm in which words in one language were first

presented in the study session and were later presented

either in the original form (i.e., repetitions) or in the other

language (i.e., translations) in the test session (see, e.g.,

Feldman & Moskovljevic, 1987; Kirsner, 1986; Scar

borough, Cortese, & Scarborough, 1977, for discussions

of the repetition priming procedure). The idea was that

if translation equivalents are represented in language

specific forms, then the repetition and translation condi

tions should result in different patterns of results. The

general results showed that the processing of a concept

could be affected by how the concept was presented or

activated: Words repeated in the same language (i.e., the

repetition condition), but not those repeated in the differ

ent language (i.e., the translation condition), resulted in

shorter lexical decision times than did unrepeated new

words (see, e.g., Kirsner, Brown, Abrol, Chadha, &

Sharma, 1980; Scarborough, Gerard, & Cortese, 1984,

for similar fmdings). In other words, lexical recognition

could be generally facilitated by a represented identical

item, but not by a functionally equivalent translation item.

These results, according to Kirsner et al. (1984), seemed

to suggest that there are language-specific stores for lex

ical representations in bilingual speakers.

Kirsner et al. (1984) conducted two additional experi

ments to explore whether the processing of semantically

related concepts would be differently affected by how

these concepts are activated. In these experiments, a

semantic priming paradigm (see, e.g., Fischler, 1977;

Neely, 1977) was used in which semantically related or

unrelated words were displayed successively or simulta

neously. The results revealed substantial semantic facili-
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Figure 1. Threemajor models of lexical organization in bilinguals

tested in Kirsner, Smith, Lockhart, King, & Jain (1984).

tation from both between- and within-language primes.

Specifically, in Experiment 4, using English-Hindi bilin

gual speakers, they found evidence of equal semantic

priming effects within and across languages, whereas in

Experiment 5, using English-French bilingual speakers,

they found a greater facilitative effect in the within

language condition than in the between-language condi

tion. These findings suggest that although different con

cepts can be expressed in various language forms, they

are mentally represented in an integrated system. These

semantic priming effects, especially those from Experi

ment 4, unlike the mentioned repetition effects, could not

be accounted for by the word-association model. Conse

quently, this model was rejected. Because the word

interconnection model and the concept-mediation model

could not be distinguished from each other on the basis

of the obtained results, Kirsner et al. (1984) suggested

that further research was needed to test these models.

Kirsner et al. (1984) attributed the semantic facilitation

effects and the repetition effects to mental mechanisms

operating at different levels (i.e., the lexical vs. the con

ceptuallevel, respectively). Because the repetition effects

were relatively long lasting (i.e., two repeated items were

separated by many intervening items, and the average in

terval was about 33 min), whereas the semantic facilita

tion effects were rather short-lived (i.e., these effects dis

appeared when two related concepts were separated by

two intervening items), Kirsner et al. suggested that lex

ical or pathway activation is relatively persistent, but that

activation among internal representations is very transient.

Taken together, the semantic facilitation and repetition

effects led them to conclude that "although the unit of

lexical representation in bilinguals is language specific,

the units function in an integrated network" (p. 519).

More recently, Schwanenflugel and Rey (1986) have

reported evidence for rejecting both the word-association

and the word-interconnection models. They studied

Spanish-English bilingual subjects with a lexical decision

task. Using short prime-target intervals (100- and

300-msec SOAs), Schwanenflugel and Rey found that the

semantic facilitation effect resulting from a between

language prime and that from a within-language prime

were highly comparable. Furthermore, these priming ef

fects were not affected by the semantic distance between

the prime and the target. These findings are more consis

tent with the concept-mediation model than with the word

interconnection or word-association model and are not

completely consistent with the results of Kirsner et al.

(1984), who found equivalent associative priming effects

in Experiment 4, but larger within- than between-language

priming effects in Experiment 5.

The preceding review indicates that the results of previ

ous research on primed lexical decisions made by bilin

gual speakers are not very consistent. The present experi

ments were designed to investigate this issue further with

Chinese-English bilingual speakers. Most of the previ

ous research on bilingual processing has employed sub
jects whose first and second languages derive from the

same Indo-European family. The Chinese language, how

ever, differs on important orthographic and linguistic

dimensions from the languages of the Indo-European fa

mily. Thus, the use of Chinese-English bilingual speakers,

who have distinctively different first and second lan

guages, may provide useful information about linguistic

universals.

The present study comprised two experiments. In Ex

periment 1, we compared two types of between-language

priming conditions: translation and semantic priming. Ex

periment 2 was designed in order to test the word

interconnection and the concept-mediation models. The

word-association model, on the other hand, was not in

volved in the present study, because it has been consis

tently rejected on the basis of findings in previous research

(e.g., Kirsneret al., 1984; Schwanenflugel & Rey, 1986).

Following Schwanenflugel and Rey and Kirsner et al.,
the lexical decision priming paradigm was used in the

present experiments.
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EXPERIMENT 1

Several studies on lexical decision priming have failed

to find a translation facilitation effect with relatively long

priming intervals of 10 min or more (e.g., Kirsner et al.,

1980; Kirsner et al., 1984, Experiments 1 and 3; Scar

borough et al., 1984). On the other hand, a reliable be

tween-language semantic facilitation effect has been

reported in studies with relatively short priming intervals

of 300 msee orless (e.g., Kirsner et al., 1984; Schwanen

flugel 's. Rey, 1986). These results suggest that the

presence of a between-language transfer may be depen

dent upon the time interval between the two presentations,

and that the between-language transfer is very transient

(see, e.g., Kirsneret al., 1984; Scarboroughet al., 1984).

Following this rationale, one should be able to demon

strate a translation facilitation effect with a short priming

interval similar to that used in previous studies of seman

tic priming. This prediction has not been tested in previ

ous studies, so Experiment 1 was designed to test it.

Experiment 1 also included a between-language seman

tic priming condition to replicate the between-language

semantic facilitation found in previous studies (e.g., Kirs

neret al., 1984; Schwanenflugel & Rey, 1986), and also

to permit a comparison with the possible effect of trans

lation priming. This comparison was intended to provide

additional new information about between-language trans

fer in bilingual speakers. Kirsner et al., for example, have

suggested that comparing the translation and between

language semantic priming effects can help to differenti

ate between the concept-mediation and the word intercon

nection models. Specifically, the concept-mediation model

predicts that the translation priming effect should be

stronger than the semantic priming effect. This is because
in the translation priming condition, only a single con

cept node would be activated, whereas in the semantic

priming condition two concept nodes need to be activated.

On the other hand, the word-interconnection model re

viewed in the study of Kirsner et al. would predict that

these two effects should not be different from each other,

because the words in the two languages of a bilingual

speaker are interconnected with each other and the links

connecting translation equivalents should not be differ

ent from those linking semantically related concepts. We

realize, of course, that other versions of the word

interconnection model could generate different predic

tions. However, because the word-interconnection model

and the concept-mediation model described above can

make unambiguous and distinctively different predictions,

we will temporarily focus on these two models. We will

return to this issue in the Discussion section.

Method

Subjects. The participants in this research were 24 Chinese

English bilingual speakers (their mean age was about 20 years).

They were recruited from the introductory psychology subject pool

at The Chinese University of Hong Kong. All the subjects had

learned Chinese as their first language and had had over 12 years'

training in English at school. They all had normal or corrected-to

normal vision.

Design. The design included three within-subjects factors: lan

guage of target item (English with a Chinese prime or Chinese with

an English prime), type of target (word or nonword), and prime-tar

get relation (direct translation, semantically related, or semantically

unrelated).

Stimuli. Sixty prime-target pairs in Chinese and their transla

tion equivalents in English were used. Forty-five of the pairs were

selected from the category norms of Jeng, Lai, and Liu (1973), the

word-association norms of Postman and Keppel (1970), and the

category norms of Battig and Montague (1969). The remaining 15

pairs were constructed by the experimenters. During the selection

and construction of the stimuli, care was taken to ensure that the

primes and targets were strongly associated (e.g., CLOCK and

WATCH). This was verified with 5 pilot subjects in a free associa

tion task. All the words were concrete nouns. These materials were

then used to form four sets of 60 prime-target pairs, including

Chinese prime-English direct translation or English related target,

and English prime-Chinese direct translation or Chinese related tar

get. The unrelated prime-target pairs were constructed by re-pairing

the targets with unrelated primes. Finally, following Chen (1984),

the Chinese nonword targets were formed by means of changing

positions of components in the original characters, whereas the En

glish nonword targets were constructed by means of randomizing

letters of the original words. All the nonwords so constructed were

meaningless and unpronounceable.

All stimulus items used in the experiment were separately printed

on 15 x 10 em white cards for presentation in a Gerbrands G1136

four-field tachistoscope. The Chinese characters were printed in

boldface type, and the English words were printed in uppercase

block letters. From the subject's viewing distance of approximately

72 ern, a Chinese character subtended about 1.2 0 of visual angle

in width and in height, and a five-letter English word subtended

about 2.1 0 in width and about .56
0

in height.

Procedure. The subjects were tested individually in a l-h ses

sion. The experimental session consisted of two blocks (Chinese-En

glish or English-Chinese pairs), with 30 pairs of items presented

in each block (18 word trials and 12 nonword trials). The order

of these different blocks was counterbalanced across subjects. Within

each block, three different kinds of item pairs were presented (i.e.,

direct translation, semantically related, and semantically unrelated

items), with 6 item pairs for each kind. The order of different item

pairs within each block was randomized. Each of the 60 target and

prime items appeared equally often in each prime condition across

subjects.

At the beginning of each experimental block, instructions and

six practice trials were given to familiarize the subjects with the

experimental procedure and the characteristics of that particular

block. Each trial began with the presentation of a star signal for

1 sec in the center of the visual field, followed immediately by the

display of a prime item for 300 msec in a position about .5 em above

the center. The prime was followed immediately by a target item

for 2 sec in a position about .5 cm below the center. In each trial,

the subject's task was to decide whether the presented target was

a word or not. The instruction was to respond as accurately and

as quickly as possible by pressing either a "YES" or a "NO" but

ton on the response box.

Results

Wordtargets. The reaction time (for correct responses)

and error rate results for word targets are summarized

in Figure 2. These data were subjected to separate anal

yses of variance (ANOVAs) with two within-subjects fac

tors (target language and prime-target relation). Post hoc
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and the target (i.e., a relatively long lag of about 33 min

in their study and a very short lag of 300 msec in the

present experiment). These results are consistent with the

idea that between-language transfer is very transient (Kirs

ner et al. 1984; Scarborough et al., 1984).

In addition to the interval between the prime and the

target, translation activities during encoding also affect

between-language transfer in a lexical decision priming

task. Kirsner et al. (1984), for example, found a reliable

translation facilitation effect when subjects were specifi

cally required to engage in translation activities during

the presentation of the prime. In the present experiment,

however, a short prime-target interval was used. This par

ticular interval (300-msec SOA) was used to ensure that

the cue could be clearly read, but that it would be too short

for effortful, attentional processing, such as active trans

lation, of a prime to take place (Schwanenflugel & Rey,

1986; Simpson & Burgess, 1985). In fact, using both 300

and lOO-msec SOAs, Schwanenflugel and Rey demon

strated very similar patterns of effects in lexical decision

priming. Moreover, the subjects in the present experiment

were not instructed to conduct any special activity with

the prime; and different types of prime-target pairs (direct

translation, semantically related, and semantically un

related items) were presented in a mixed rather than

blocked order. Thus, it does not seem likely that transla

tion anticipation or other conscious, effortful strategies

during encoding of the prime were a major factor in the

present findings of the between-language facilitation

effects.

Another interesting finding in the present experiment

was that the translation priming effect was significantly

greater than the semantic priming effect (see Jin & Fisch

ler, 1987, for a similar finding with 150-msec SOA). The

subjects' lexical decision responses were much faster

when primed with a translation than with a semantically

related interlingual word. This result was exactly what

the concept-mediation model would predict, but it is not

consistent with the prediction of the word-interconnection

model reviewed in connection with the study of Kirsner

et al. (1984). This is because the word-interconnection

model does not distinguish between links that join trans

lation equivalents from those which connect semantically

related concepts. However, one might argue that the

present findings can also be accounted for by another ver

sion of the word-interconnection model, which would al

low direct translation links to be stronger or better deve

loped than between-language links. This is a reasonable

possibility, because the use of translation equivalents to

acquire words in a new language is a common practice,

and network models of memory (e.g., Collins & Loftus,

1975) include the assumption of link strength. On the other

hand, Schwanenflugel and Rey (1986) found that seman

tic priming was not affected by the semantic distance be

tween the prime and the target. Because the concept

mediation model and the word-interconnection model
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Discussion

By using a between-language priming paradigm with

a short priming interval of3QO-msec SOA, in the present

experiment we demonstrated reliable effects of both trans

lation and semantic priming. The semantic priming ef

fect is consistent with the findings reported previously by

Kirsner et al. (1984, Experiments 4 and 5) and Schwanen

flugel and Rey (1986). The translation priming effect

differed from previous results (see, e.g., Kirsner et al.,

1980; Kirsner et al., 1984, Experiments 1 and 3; Scar

borough et al, 1984), presumably because of the differ

ence in time lag between the presentations of the prime

comparisons were conducted using the protected r-test

procedure (Fisher's least significant difference).

In the reaction time data, the most important result was

the effect of prime-target relation [F(2,46) = 36.5, MSe

= 17,007, P < .005]. The direct translation pairs

produced faster responses than did the semantically related

pairs [Ms = 822 and 955 msec, respectively; t(46) =
3.53], and the semantically related pairs resulted in faster

responses than did the unrelated pairs [M = 1,048 msec;

t(46) = 2.48], with bothps < .02. Moreover, the effect

of target language indicates that English-Chinese pairs

produced faster responses than did Chinese-English pairs

[F(I,23) = 9.67, MSe = 63,576, p < .005]. The inter

action between pair condition and prime-target relation,

however, was not significant [F(2,46) = 2.29].

Finally, as is shown in Figure 2, the error rates were

generally very low in each condition, and no significant

results were found in the error data (all Fs < 1.85).
Nonword targets. Latencies to English nonword tar

gets were generally longer than latencies to Chinese non

word targets (1,248 msec for English targets and

910 msec for Chinese targets). Error rates were in the

same direction as latencies (12.15 % for English targets

and 2.78% for Chinese targets).

PRIME-TARGET RELATION

Figure 2. Mean response times as a function of target language
and prime-target relation in Experiment 1 (error rates in paren
theses).
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could not be clearly differentiated on the basis of the find

ings in Experiment 1, we conducted Experiment 2 in

order to explore this issue further.

EXPERIMENT 2

Previously, Schwanenflugel and Rey (1986) demon

strated equal semantic facilitation across and between lan

guages with Spanish-English bilingual speakers; and Van

derwart (1984) reported that pictures and within-language

primes produced similar semantic facilitation with English

monolinguals. These results were interpreted as support

ing the concept-mediation model. However, the concept

mediation model for bilingual speakers proposes that not

only between- and within-language lexical items but also

images are connected by means of an amodal conceptual

system (see, e.g., Chen & Leung, in press; also Potter,

So, Von Eckardt, & Feldman, 1984). Thus a more rig

orous way of testing the concept-mediation model with

the semantic priming paradigm would be to include be

tween-language, within-language, and pictorial primes

(Kroll & Potter, 1984). The model predicts similar seman

tic facilitation across both languages and input forms, a

prediction that is tested for the first time in the present

Experiment 2.

In addition to testing the concept-mediation model, the

second experiment was also designed to test a word

interconnection model that allows variation in link

strength. This model assumes that the within-language

links are stronger than between-language links connect

ing semantically related words (Kirsner et al., 1984). Fur

thermore, it seems reasonable to predict, on the basis of

the model, that both the within- and the between-language
links connecting linguistic items should be stronger than

the between-form links joining linguistic and nonlinguis

tic items. In other words, according to the word

interconnection model, one would expect to find that a

within-language prime should produce the greatest seman

tic facilitation effect and a between-form prime should

produce the weakest semantic facilitation.

Method
Subjects. Twenty-four Chinese-English bilingual speakers (their

mean age was about 20 years) participated for research credit in

an introductory psychology course at The Chinese University of

Hong Kong. None of them had participated in Experiment 1. Their

language background was the same as that of the subjects in Ex

periment I, and they all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Design. The design included four within-subjects factors: lan

guage of target (Chinese or English), type of prime (Chinese word,

English word, or picture), type of target (word or nonword), and

prime-target relation (semantically related or unrelated).

Stimuli. Forty-eight prime-target pairs in Chinese and their trans

lation equivalents in English were used. These stimuli were selected

from the materials used in Experiment I. In addition, correspond

ing line drawings of all the primes were obtained. About three fifths

of the line drawings were selected from the standard set of pictures

of Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980); the rest were constructed by

the authors. Five pilot subjects had no difficulty in identifying these

pictorial materials.

A set of 48 semantically unrelated pairs in each language was

formed by re-pairing the targets and primes of the related pairs,

so that none of the newly formed pairs seemed semantically related

(e.g., CAT and KEY). Furthermore, corresponding nonwords were

constructed for all targets. The nonword targets were constructed

by means of reordering the components or letters of the original

words.

All the stimulus items used in Experiment 2 were separately pre

pared for presentation with slides. All the Chinese characters were

printed in boldface type, and the English words were printed in

uppercase block letters. From the subject's viewing distance of ap

proximately 200 em, a Chinese character subtended about 1.32 0

of visual angle in width and in height, a five-letter English word

subtended about 1.98
0

in width and about .5 0 in height, and a pic

ture subtended about 1.65
0

in width and 1.32 0 in height.

Apparatus. Two Kodak Ektagraphic projectors (Model AF-2K)

with Lafayette shutters were used to present the stimuli. These

devices were connected to a Gerbrands tachistoscope controller

(Model G1290) for sequence control. In each trial, the display of

a target item automatically activated a Lafayette stop clock (Model

54014). This clock was connected to a response box, so that the

clock could be stopped by pressing the keys on the response box.

Procedure. The subjects were individually tested in a l-h ses

sion. The experimental session consisted of six blocks of 16 pairs

of items. These blocks were formed by a combination of three types

of prime (Chinese word, English word, and picture items) in two

target languages (Chinese and English). The order of these blocks

was counterbalanced across subjects. Within each block, four differ

ent kinds of item pairs, formed by the combination of two prime-tar

get relations (including semantically related and unrelated) and two

types of target (words and nonwords), were presented, with 4 item

pairs for each kind. The order of different item pairs within each

block was randomized.

Note that all targets were generated from 48 concepts. Each of

the concepts could form four possible targets (one word in Chinese,

another in English, and the corresponding nonwords derived from

the two words). For a given concept, the Chinese word and the
corresponding English nonword were used in two separate trials

as targets for half the subjects, and the English word and the cor

responding Chinese nonword were used for the other subjects. In

other words, each word or nonword target could only appear once

for a given subject. Similarly, all primes of three different forms

(Chinese word, English word, and picture) were based on 48 con

cepts. Each of these concepts appeared twice (once in a semanti

cally related trial and once in an unrelated trial, always in different

forms), for each subject. Each prime item occurred equally often

in a given form across subjects.

Each experimental block began with instructions and four prac

tice trials to familiarize the subjects with the experimental proce

dure and characteristics of that particular block. Each trial began

with the presentation of a "beep" signal for I sec, followed im

mediately by the display of a prime item for 300 msec. The prime

was followed immediately by a target item for 2 sec in a position

about 4 em lower than the position for the prime. In each trial, the

subject's task was to decide whether the presented target was a word

or not. The instruction was to respond as accurately and as quickly

as possible by pressing either a "YES" or a "NO" button on the

response box.

Results and Discussion
The reaction time (for correct responses) and error rate

results for word targets are summarized in Figure 3. The
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Pair Condition

Table 1
Mean Response Times for Nonword Trials As a Function of

Pair Condition and Target Language in Experiment 2

PAIR CONDITION

Figure 3. Mean response times as a function of pair condition,
target language, and prime-target relation in Experiment 2 (error
rates in parentheses).

Within-Language Between-Language Between-Form

Chinese 1,095 (3.65) 1,184 (3.65) 1,149 (8.85)

English 1,195 (3.65) ~?240 (4:17) 1,190 (5.~_

Note-Error rates are given in parentheses.

If the subjects had indeed traded accuracy for speed in

these conditions, then we should have been able to find

many significant, negative correlations. However, no such

results were found: none of the correlations was signifi

cant [average correlation, r(1O) = .009]. Moreover, there

were II negative correlations (the average correlation was

- .28) and 13 positive correlations (the average correla

tion was .25), indicating that these correlations were only

chance correlations (otherwise more than 12 negative

correlations would be expected).

The analysis for the reaction time data revealed a sig

nificant main effect for prime-target relation [F(l,23) =
334.36, MSe = 12,245, P < .001]. The responses to tar

gets preceded by semantically related primes were about

240 msec faster than the responses to targets preceded by

unrelated primes. Chinese targets were responded to about

82 msec faster than English targets [F(1,23) = 17.88, MSe

= 27,187, P < .001]. Neither pair condition nor any

interaction involving this factor was significant, indicat

ing that the magnitudes of the semantic priming effects

in various pair conditions for both Chinese and English

targets were quite comparable (see Figure 3).

The most crucial finding in Experiment 2 was that, con

trary to the prediction of the word-interconnection model,

all types of prime-between-language, within-language,

and between-form-resulted in comparable semantic

facilitation. Rather, the present findings are in line with

the concept-mediation model and bear a strong resem

blance to the major results of previous studies. Both

Schwanenflugel and Rey (1986) and Kirsner et al. (1984,

Experiment 4) reported equivalent semantic facilitation

for both between- and within-language primes, and Van

derwart (1984) demonstrated similar results with pictures

and within-languageprimes. Taken together, the converg

ing evidence suggests that the amount of semantic facili

tation in lexical decision priming is not affected by the

surface form of a prime, and that there seems to be an
amodal conceptual system that can be accessed by differ
ent surface forms.

One notable difference between the present results and

those in previous studies can be found in the magnitude
of the semantic priming effect; we found a difference of

over 200 msec between related and unrelated pairs,
whereas others have found a smaller difference (from 15

to 91 msec; see, e.g., Jin & Fischler, 1987; Kroll & Pot

ter, 1984; Schwanenflugel & Rey, 1986; Vanderwart,

1984). Our finding ofrelatively large semantic priming,

however, is not without precedent. Kirsner et al. (1984,

Experiment 4), using Hindi-English bilingual speakers as

subjects, reported large effects of semantic facilitation in

lexical decisions with simultaneous presentations of a

prime and a target. In that experiment, semantic priming

effects ranged from 79 msec for English/English word

pairs to 255 msec for English/Hindi word pairs. Note that

there are many procedural differences (e.g., type of bilin
gual subjects, prime-target interval, mixed or blocked
presentation of different primes, presentation of prime and

target at the same location or at different locations, and
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Experiment 2 was conducted to investigate possible prim

ing effects for word targets in different conditions, only

the results for the word trials were analyzed.

Nonword targets. Mean latencies to English nonwords

were generally longer than latencies to Chinese nonwords

(1,142 msec for Chinese nonwords and 1,208 msec for

English nonwords; their corresponding error rates were

5.38% and 4.34%, respectively). Furthermore, latencies

for nonwords primed by between-language words were

generally longer than those primed by within-language

words or pictures (mean latencies were 1,212, 1,145, and

I ,169 msec; the average error rates were 3.91 %, 3.65 %,

and 7.03%, respectively).

Word targets. The reaction time and error data were

submitted to two separate ANOVAs with three within

subjects factors (target language: Chinese or English;

prime-target relation: semantically related or unrelated;
and pair condition: within-language, between-language,
or between-form). Post hoc comparisons were conducted

using the protected r-test procedure.
The analysis for the error rate data yielded only one

significant effect, for target language [F(1,23) = 4.43,

MSe = 125]. Chinese targets resulted in lower error rates
than did English targets. This result suggests that the sub

jects were not quite as proficient in English as in Chinese.

To investigate whether a speed-accuracy tradeoff might

have masked an effect of pair condition, correlations be

tween the reaction times and error rates across 12 ex

perimental conditions were computed for each subject.
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the proportion of trials with related as opposed to unrelated

pairs) in the studies of bilingualism mentioned. However,

none of these procedural differences can unambiguously

differentiate the studies of bilingualism that have demon

strated large magnitudes of semantic facilitation from

those which have not. In other words, at the present mo

ment, it is not clear what factors are responsible for the

magnitude of semantic priming in studies of bilingualism.

There is one additional point to note regarding the

manipulation of the surface form of a prime. In the present

experiment, we found no evidence that lexical decisions

for related or unrelated pairs were affected by the sur

face form of a prime. Vanderwart (1984), on the other

hand, reported a reliable effect of prime form for unrelated

pairs (i.e., lexical decisions in trials with picture primes

were generally slower than those with word primes) and

a similar but less reliable effect for related pairs. Because

these two studies differed in many respects (e.g., subjects,

pair conditions, and target languages), it is not clear

whether these differences could have independently or

jointly contributed to the different findings in the two

studies. However, even when relatively comparable sub

jects and materials have been used, previous studies on

similar topics have also failed to yield very consistent

results. For example, Kroll and Potter (1984), in a man

ner similar to Vanderwart' s (1984), adopted English

monolingual subjects, and English words, English non

words, and pictorial materials. Kroll and Potter found that

response latencies to make lexical decisions about words

were faster than response latencies to make object deci

sions about pictures of objects for semantically related but

highly associated prime-target pairs (e.g., dog-cat), but

an opposite pattern (i.e., pictures were faster than words)

was found for semantically related but not highly as

sociated pairs (e.g., apple-banana). They further demon

strated that for unrelated pairs in the "semantically related

and associated" condition, words were faster than pic

tures, but words and pictures were equally fast for un

related pairs in the "semantically related only" condi

tion. Therefore, it seems that the possible effects of the

surface form of a stimulus on response latency in deci

sion tasks remain an open question. Further research is

needed to explore this issue.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of the present experiments reveal transla

tion and semantic facilitation effects in Chinese-English

bilingual speakers. Specifically, Experiment 1 showed

that lexical decision facilitation from the translation primes

was greater than that from the between-language seman

tically related primes. Experiment 2 further demonstrated

that the degree of semantic facilitation from within- and

between-language primes and that from between-form pic

torial primes were comparable.

Previous researchers (e.g., Kirsneret al., 1984; Scar

borough et al., 1984; see Kirsner, 1986, for a review)

have failed to find a translation facilitation in a lexical

decision priming task, whereas in the present study, we

have successfully demonstrated such an effect (see Jin &

Fischler, 1987, for similar findings). Although there are

many procedural differences between the present study

and the previous ones, one crucial factor may be the time

interval between the first and the second presentation of

the repeated item (see Kirsner et al., 1984, for a discus

sion of this issue). In the previous studies (e.g., Kirsner

et al., 1984), the items generally have been repeated with

a relatively long lag, whereas in the present study and

in the study of Jin and Fischler, the time interval was very

short. Considered together, these results seem to support

the idea that between-language facilitation is functional

only for a relatively short period (see, e.g., Kirsner et al.,

1984; Scarborough et al., 1984).

The present findings are not consistent with the predic

tions developed on the basis of the word-interconnection

model (see Kirsner et aI., 1984). To account for the ad

vantage of translation over semantic facilitation obtained

in Experiment 1, the word-interconnection model needs

to include the assumption that links between translation

equivalents are stronger than between-language links.

However, by including the assumption of different link

strengths, the model does not seem able to account for

the findings of Experiment 2, in which semantically

related items, regardless of their surface form, yielded

similar effects of priming facilitation. The relative

strengths of the links presumably depend on people's ex

perience, and thus it seems unlikely that semantically

related items of similar and different forms are all as

sociated with similar strengths of links.

On the other hand, the results of the present study can

easily be accounted for by the concept-mediation model.

This model assumes that words in the two langauges, and

pictures, are all mentally connected by means of an arno

dal conceptual system, and that on the basis of these links

to concepts, subjects can actually respond to various kinds

of tasks involving the processing of pictures and words,

such as lexical decision and naming (Potter et aI., 1984;

Schwanenflugel& Rey, 1986; Vanderwart, 1984; see also

Snodgrass & McCollough, 1986, who have used a simi

lar model to account for both modality-specific and

modality-free effects of the surface form). Thus, in Ex

periment 1, the greater facilitation found in the transla

tion than in the semantic priming condition was presum

ably due to the fact that translation equivalents activated

only a single conceptual node, whereas semantically re

lated items activated two conceptual nodes. In addition,

according to the model, a single common conceptual code

should be accessed by different surface forms. It is there

fore not surprising that the results of Experiment 2 indi

cated that semantic priming effects were not affected by

the visual presentation format of a prime. Although similar
results have also been reported by previous researchers

(see, e.g., Schwanenflugel & Rey, 1986; Vanderwart,

1984), we believe our experiment is the first to demon

strate equivalent pictorial, within-language, and between

language priming for targets in both languages.



In the present experiments, we tested two major models

of bilingual processing. Other models were not tested.

These include, for example, the model in which within

language words are directly connected, whereas between

language words (translation equivalents and related words)

are linked through amodal concepts. An alternative model

would be that mental representations of different forms

are all interconnected and are also linked to the amodal

concepts. Such models, similar to the word-interconnec

tion model, would predict that semantic facilitation from

within-language conditions should be greater than it would

be from between-language conditions, and that within

form conditions should create stronger transfer than do

between-form conditions. However, the present findings

of comparable priming effects for different types of primes

are not consistent with these predictions. Thus, the present

findings provide no support for these models as explana

tions of semantic priming in bilingual speakers.

Most previous studies have included bilingual subjects

whose first and second languages were both alphabetic

scripts (e.g., English, French, Spanish, German), whereas

the present study adopted bilingual speakers whose lan

guages were very distinct (logographic Chinese and al

phabetic English). Recently, Chen and Ho (1986) have

discussed this issue of language similarity (see also Aaron

son & Ferres, 1986, for a relevant discussion) and

presented evidence to indicate that this factor could af

fect the pattern of between- and within-language color

naming interference in bilingual speakers. Consequently,

one might ask whether language similarity (or between

language distance) could have affected the present find

ings. This does not seem to be the case, however, because

the major patterns of the semantic facilitations demon

strated in the present and other relevant studies (e.g.,

Schwanenflugel & Rey, 1986; Vanderwart, 1984) are

comparable, although these studies used subjects with very

different linguistic experiences (i.e., Chinese-English and

Spanish-English bilinguals and English monolinguals).

Rather, the consistent patterns suggest that mental

processes involved in the semantic priming paradigm and

the lexical decision task are universal, and independent

of between-language distance.

Finally, traditional studies of lexical processing in bilin

guals have focused on whether bilinguals have one or two

lexicons (i.e., the interdependence versus independence

or single- versus dual-eode debate; see, e.g., McCormack,

1977). Unfortunately, the results of these studies are in

determinate, possibly because the different tasksused (see,

e.g., Grosjean, 1982; Snodgrass, 1984, for relevant dis

cussion). Durgunoglu and Roediger (1987) recently

reported compelling evidence that the specific conditions

of testing are the main determinants of whether the pat

tern of language interdependence or independence is ob

served in studies of bilingualism. The present study, fol

lowing previous studies on similar topics, adopted the

lexical decision priming task to minimize the possible con

founding of task. Thus, we have limited our discussion

to the context of this particular task. However, the lexi-
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cal decision task has been shown to be sensitive to both

automatic semantic processes and attentional strategic

processes, especially when longer SOAs are used (see,

e.g., Fischler, 1977; Neely, 1977; Simpson & Burgess,

1985). In this respect, it would seem worthwhile to repli

cate the present study with a naming task that might be

less likely to be affected by task-specific strategies (see

Balota & Lorch, 1986, for relevant results and discussion).
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